
EHPU 2020 Annual Meeting (Stockholm):
Airworthiness Officer's Report.

Airworthiness Standards Development.
Four Working Group 6 (WG6) meetings were held in 2019, two physical meetings and two meetings by web-
conference.  In addition, work was undertaken between these meetings by the members.

EN 1651 paraglider harness standard.

At the beginning of 2018 the revised paraglider harness standard EN 1651 was published, however the
requirement for an amendment was identified last year to add a test to measure the force required to deploy
an emergency parachute inner bag from an integrated outer container (built into a paragliding harness).  In
addition  an  amendment  to  the  manufacturer’s  attestation  in  Annex  A  was  also  approved,  to  assist
manufacturers  in  correctly  recording  on  the  attestation  form  the  tests  they  perform  to  demonstrate
deployment of the emergency parachute under g force.  Publication of the revised standard is expected
before summer 2020.

EN 12491 emergency parachute standard.

Following practical experience of using the emergency parachute standard EN 12491 for testing, the Swiss
and German Working  Group 6 members  raised a number  of  formal  comments  about  the experimental
impracticality of measuring the horizontal air speed and glide angle of emergency parachutes (as required by
the standard).  The Working Group has addressed the comments through the formal amendment process
and removed this requirement.

Significant work was made on a proposed revision to this standard to classify emergency parachutes into two
definite categories – those that are drag-based and those that work on the principle of gliding flight (such as
ram-air or Rogallo types).  Drag-based emergency parachutes will be sub-categorised into non-steerable and
“orientable”.   For  both  types,  the descent  is  near vertical,  but  the orientable  emergency parachute has
controls  allowing the user  to rotate  the parachute by changing the yaw orientation and hence allowing
landing facing the direction of travel.  This work will be progressed as a future revision.

EN 926-2 paraglider flight safety characteristics standard.

Amendment to current standard:

Although it  has been agreed that  a full  revision of the standard will  be undertaken, the Working Group
obtained approval from CEN to deal with amendments on some specific items in the current (2013) standard,
rather than waiting for them to be incorporated into the full review of the standard.  This year, a formal vote
on folding lines approved the option to use them on EN-C class paragliders.  A test pilots’ symposium took
place in 2019 which generally supported folding lines in the EN-C class.  The symposium provided to WG6
useful information on asymmetric collapse testing and recommendations on the use of folding lines for the
performance of the tests.

Systematic Full Review Project:

The five-year systematic review of the standard began in 2018.  Over the last year, WG6 has examined the
existing classifications;  the existing flight  tests;  the addition of  new flight  tests;  the incorporation of new
technology to gather test data, and the information given to pilots in users’ manuals.

The original EN class definitions were intended to make it easy for manufacturers to design paragliders for
pilots, based on their piloting skill levels and experience.  In practice, some “high-end B” gliders are really
more suited to “C-class” pilots.  Had the original intention of the standard been followed, these gliders would
probably have been classified as “EN-C”, notwithstanding the ‘lower’ results they achieve in the flight tests.

WG6 has examined the four classes in the current standard, taking into account the feedback from the
survey promulgated by ESTC in 2018.  Many survey responses echoed popular opinion across the market
that a wide range of gliders exist in the B Class.  Data shows that over 50% of all gliders on the test houses’
databases fall into the EN-B class - almost twice as many as the EN-A class.  WG6 proposes redefining the
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B class by splitting it into two.  There has been much discussion and debate about how to label this new
class definition, the current favourite is to use B+ (being the ‘lower’ B) and B (being the ‘higher’ B).  We
believe that one of the causes of the classification problems has been the inclusion of pilot skill descriptions
in the EN Class definitions.  The EN Flight Tests do not measure pilot skills, they only measure the response
of a glider to simulated turbulence.  To make this distinction clearer, the pilot skill definitions in the current
classification system will be removed.  The new, refined and extended class definitions will describe how
paragliders react when put into test manoeuvres, and the piloting inputs required to recover to normal flight.

As well as examining the classifications, the WG has begun to review the current flight tests and examine the
possible addition of new tests, as well as the possibility of omitting a few of the existing flight manoeures.  It
is important to point out that any additional tests will incur additional costs that will be passed on to the glider
purchasers.

The potential benefits of the use of data loggers to measure flight characteristics during tests has been
recognised  for  some time,  and in  their  submission  to  WG6,  the ESTC promoted  this  development.   A
subgroup of WG6 has been tasked to explore the use of data loggers to collect test data on variables such
as altitude, pitch angle, g force and yaw/rotation angles.  The next step will be to identify the tests for which
data loggers could  be used,  and then to  start  collecting data.   The group has identified the benefit  of
collecting data from EN-B paraglider flight tests to inform the proposed splitting of this class.  In addition, the
Working Group will likely require additional cameras to be placed near the test pilots.

Manufacturers are currently required to make recommendations in the user manual on the levels of pilot
skills for safe operation of the paraglider. The Working Group is exploring the use of standardised words and
phrases to ensure consistency and clarity across manufacturers.   We will  continue to encourage Pilots’
Associations to make recommendations to their members about the levels of skill and currency that they
recommend before flying gliders in different classifications.

Work for 2020
In my last report I noted that a two-year period of research and meetings would be anticipated in order to
conclude the EN 926-2 review, including time to practically test revised flight test manoeuvres.  We now
expect that suitable data logger technology will be available at realistic cost during the next two years, and
are planning to develop test requirements making use of this technology.  As this is a significant change of
philosophy, and a significant body of work, I anticipate that two seasons’ data will need to be collected in
order to analyse the effectiveness of data loggers.

The technical  amendments that  have already been proposed to EN 926-2 will  be incorporated into  the
existing standard through the amendment process.

The paraglider  load test  standard  (EN926-1)  and the emergency parachute standard (EN1 2491) were
published in 2015.  They are now due for review in accordance with the standard five-year review cycle.

The Working Group has already planned a two-day physical meeting in Nice in March 2020.  A further
physical meeting and other web meetings will be held later in 2020.

Impact Pads (back protectors) as Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) in France
This  issue potentially  affects  both  French-made harnesses  with  impact  pads,  and those  made in  other
countries that are intended for sale in France. 
 
As I informed you in 2019, the French Directorate General for Competition Policy, Consumer Affairs and
Fraud Control (DGCCRF) directed a French accredited laboratory (CRITT) to establish whether paragliding
impact pads are PPE, and to formulate its own impact pad certification test.   I wrote to the PPE Working
Group setting out reasons why Working Group 6 considers that harness impact pads should not be classed
as PPE.  I am disappointed not to have had a response from the PPE Working Group, so I have asked
AFNOR to facilitate WG6 joining the PPE Working Group to ensure that this issue is resolved.

Funding of WG6
AFNOR has provided a formal activity report (which I have circulated with this report) and a budget estimate
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for their Secretarial expenses in 2020 of €8000 (the same as last year).

I would remind you that there are many other expenses involved in the work of WG6 which are directly
funded by the participating Associations, Test Houses and Manufacturers.

Following the discussions and decision last year, I request that the EHPU continue to fund the essential
secretarial expenses.

Future Standards: What else might be useful beyond 2020?

Hang  gliding  harnesses  -  both  strength  and  function  (particularly  the  ease  of  getting  into  a  landing
position).

Hang gliding parachute deployment systems (the emergency parachutes can already be tested under EN
12491) – but here we would mainly be concerned about the head-down pilot attitude when descending under
an emergency parachute.

Speed Flying wings - some mini wings are tested to EN 926-2, but many of the <16m2 wings designed for
high wing loading flight are only strength tested to EN 926-1.

Paramotor Wings - (complex and innovative designs with trim tabs, tip steering systems, reflex designs -
requiring different flight test requirements).  There is a trend in some countries for pilots to use highly loaded
smaller wings at all-up weights giving wing loadings similar to those of small speed wings.  Some users (and
some manufacturers) refer to the DGAC expanded weight range as a “DGAC certified weight range”, but the
DGAC is not an independent certification, solely a manufacturer’s declaration.

If any of these standards were considered desirable by EHPU Members, further funding would be necessary.

Closing Remarks

I  would  conclude  by  thanking  again  the  EHPU and  all  our  Presidents  for  their  support  in  their  home
Associations.  Without this I am sure that the significant safety progress we have made so far would not have
been possible.

Angus Pinkerton
EHPU Airworthiness Officer
February 2020
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